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Bent
 
You have to accept the fact
About something strange on your spine
Since 7 you was given a gift
One that you couldn't see
But could feel it
Lived 10 years old
Between the fragility and strength
That killer back pain
That cry-ing
That you know you couldn't be tall like anyone else
then you realized
it wasn't straight
the X-Rays would show
this curved
this deformed
your perfection aren't normal
ruined your life
10 years and still counting
Getting worse and worse
And the worst part is
No one cares.
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Drowning
 
Nobody saw her, the tormented woman
Fighting against its hold
in the middle of the ocean
&quot;Oh help me, save me&quot;
Nobody heard, the tormented woman
Can no longer breathe
With tears gasping,
On her tired eyes
With the blue pulling her in deeper
Suffocated her breath
Until her heart stopped beating
In the ocean of life
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I Fell In Love But
 
I fell in love when
you asked my number then you
sent me flirty text to keep me attached
to my mobile phone waiting for the sound
of your custom chime tone.
I fell in love when
the first time i heard the sweet sound of
your voice on the phone and you said
i don't want to forget how
your beautiful voice sounds.
I fell in love when
you asked me to go to my favorite Coffee shop
down the street, the way you order
my favorite coffee and the bread even
i don't tell you.
I fell in love with
our morning conversations that was
exhaled through caffeine
breaths and interrupted
by coffee stains.
And i fell in love when
you sang my favorite song with
the guitar in front of people in the coffee shop
and reading the love notes you
had written to me,
I realized,
i am in love with the power
of your words
and the feel of your
existence.
But i am not in love with you.
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In The Quite Calm Of Night
 
In the quite calm of night
With only a wind chimes
I standing alone, beneath the moon
With a blue shine
 
In the quite calm of night
The past memories sneak out
Of my eyes
And roll down, on my cheeks
 
In the quite calm of night
The blue light fades away
The pale comes out
Too fast, truly fast
 
In the quite calm of night
I grasp something
That the blue moon
It's truly like our moments
Then becomes a memory
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Ocean's Stories
 
My ear craves to hear this
The ocean's stories
When the bird sang
Your name and the wind
Whispering your secret
That made me fall into a sadness
Broke me into pieces
because every word you said
&quot;i love you&quot;
Was a lie.
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Rain
 
I'm the rain
Always come
With grains of water
And cold stab
 
I'm the rain
Who had vent out the anger
With a rumble
And the flashes were snatched
 
I'm the rain
Who you always avoided
And shelter in
Enormous secure box
 
I'm the rain
Who you always ignored
Because you would prefer
The fire that will warm you
 
But, you never know
How much sacrifice
the rain
Which always
 
And will always come back
Even though i know
The pain after falling
Over and over again
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Rise
 
It's harder to do than to simply say
When you want to succeed all you going through the process
It all started when i was sitting on a wooden chair
Looking at the white board full of black marks
Paying attention when the teacher is teaches
Took the exam that you don't like
And made you afraid of failure
Rise
And fall
Rise
And fall
As there was no satisfaction to live
Too many failures have involved
And you didn't know that
It led you to success
It's harder to do than to simply say
Nothing is instant
The gift is in the process
All the satisfaction you wanna be
There are many stages in it
Feel tired from all nighters
Study full time and still working
Remember? nothing is as important
As you are;
Take care of your self.
Failed on test?
It's okay to be not understand about something
It's okay to get bad grades
Don't be afraid to fail
Life isn't all about good things only
You are so brave, you are
Brave to learn and work hard
Brilliant to manage your time
Wake up in the morning
And get it all done
I admire it
I bet that all of you are good because either way,
Either way to achieve your dreams
For family, yourself and world
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And make it real
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Rock, Paper, Scissor
 
Have you ever been cheated on?
Have you?
Me, for the example
Why? Don't ask me how stupid i am
I'm like a paper
Clean white paper but fragile
By the sharp scissor
Oh scissor, why?
Our wonderful hopes
Just a dream
Never exist, never real
Blinded by you
Stupid, yes i am
Then, now you're with a rock
Live a love story
On top of my suffering
I smile when i see it
Yes, even laughing happy
Why?
Because now you're like me
Fragile, stupid, even helpless
By the hard rock
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